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The low frequency performances of a layer-bonded Magneto(elasto)Electric (ME) magnetic sensor have been investigated for an in-plane excitation. This technique is based on the strain modulation at the first longitudinal mechanical resonance of the ME magnetic sensor, where the magnetoelastic properties can be controlled by an applied low frequency magnetic field. Its sensitivity can be derived from the elastic coupling equations with nonlinear factors for the excitation [1]. The equivalent magnetic noise results mainly from mechanical instabilities, due to the arbitrary rotation of elastic domain walls [2]. This modulation relies on the change of either the direct or the converse transfer function as a function of the low frequency magnetic field. Because of the symmetrical magnetic and electric behaviors of the magnetoelectric composite, the direct and converse ME modulations are similar in performances. The magnetoelastic coupling parameter is controlled by the external low frequency magnetic field and dominated by the piezomagnetic coefficient [3]. The mechanical impedance of the composites can also vary as a function of external mechanical stress (this stress can result from the applied magnetic field). However, this is not regarded as a dominant effect for low frequency field sensing.

By using the strain modulation based on the direct or converse ME effects, the layer-bonded ME multilayer exhibits a measured limit of the order of 10 to 100 pT/√Hz at 1 Hz, as well as a direct current (DC) detection capability under an excitation close to the resonant frequency. The results for both the direct and converse modulation were investigated and compared with the help of an equivalent circuit modeling.

Introduction

The intermediated strain can convert a magnetic field to an electric output signal in a magnetostrictive-piezoelectric layered composite via three parameters: the magnetoelastic coupling, the piezoelectric coupling and the mechanical impedance. These three parameters are dominated respectively by the magnetostrictive coefficient, the piezoelectric coefficient and the mean flexibility of material in the composite. Focusing on these three parameters, many investigations on the ME enhancement have been carried out by choosing the correct material or by adjusting the ratio between the two phases in the composite [4]. Thereafter, the noise performance of ME laminates has been studied for applications as a magnetic sensor. In the last several years, the intrinsic noise sources for both the composite and the amplifier circuit have been mathematically modeled and experimentally characterized. The passively sensed signal can be amplified by either a voltage or a charge method. Furthermore, the noise contributions from the detection electronics were also integrated in the noise performance analysis [5]. According to these studies, dielectric dissipation in the piezoelectric phase...
is the main contribution to the noise floor for low-frequency magnetic field sensing even though the equivalent current noise source from the electronics induce fluctuations in the output signal of the low-frequency charge detection as well [6].

The amplitude ratio between the output voltage and the magnetic field to be sensed is defined as the ME coefficient for the passive detection method. This coefficient can be modulated by a low frequency magnetic field [7]. Thus, the modulation method is realized for low frequency magnetic field sensing. In practice, the process is achieved by measuring the amplitude of a high frequency carrier, which varies as a function of the low frequency magnetic field. This carrier can be actively driven by either a magnetic or an electric sinusoidal oscillation [8]. In our experiments, a home-made coil serves to generate the high frequency magnetic excitation, whereas, the voltage applied across the interdigital electrodes can excite the sensor via an electric field.

Theory and experimental results

The modulation detection is based on the strain-coupled direct and converse ME effects produced by a low frequency magnetic field which can modulate the magnetoelastic coupling. Thus, by applying a high frequency excitation oscillation, an amplitude modulation can be achieved by the low frequency magnetic field. A sharp increase of the magnetoelastic coupling has been observed at the mechanical resonant frequency of the ME laminates. Therefore, modulation techniques can be applied at this frequency for sensing low frequency magnetic fields. A layered magnetoelastic laminate consists of a piezoelectric layer, sandwiched between two magnetostrictive layers. The piezoelectric layer is made of five macro-piezoelectric fibers (40×2×0.2 mm$^3$ for each fiber) with a main polarization in the length direction. Each magnetostrictive layer consists of three bi-dimensional sheet Metglas sheets stacked together. The main magnetostriction direction appears along its length direction. Additionally, two pairs of interdigital electrodes serve to measure the generated electronic signal from the piezoelectric layer. These electrodes are deposited on ‘Kapton’ layers, which have good permittivity and elastic behaviors, and were glued to the top and bottom surfaces of the piezoelectric layer.

Two modulation techniques have been investigated with the help of a pair of constitutive equations at first. The direct and converse ME couplings were theoretically demonstrated, with the equations given in (1) below. From these two equations, the ME coefficients can be derived with the help of nonlinearity factors. These two nonlinear ME coefficients are given in (2) and they represent the magnetic field sensitivity for direct and converse magnetoelastic effects. So, we know that the sensitive parameter to magnetic field is the magnetoelastic coupling in both cases. However, the coefficients in these two coupling parameters are respectively the efficient magnetostrictive and piezomagnetic coefficients [10].

$$
\begin{align*}
\alpha_{\text{ME}} &= \frac{\partial \tilde{Q}}{\partial H} = \alpha_{\text{ME}} \left( \varphi_{\text{ME}} \varphi_p \right)_{\text{mech}} \\
\alpha_{\text{EM}} &= \frac{\partial \tilde{E}}{\partial E} = \alpha_{\text{EM}} \left( \varphi_{\text{EM}} \varphi_p \right)_{\text{mech}} \\
\end{align*}
$$

(1)

$$
\begin{align*}
\alpha_{\text{ME,M/E}} &= \frac{\partial \tilde{\psi}_m}{\mu_d} \left( \eta \varphi_m \varphi_p \right)_{\text{mech}} \\
\alpha_{\text{ME,E/M}} &= \frac{\partial \tilde{\varphi}_m}{\mu_d} \left( 2 \varphi_{\text{mech}} \right)_{\text{mech}} \\
\end{align*}
$$

(2)

The mechanism of the direct ME modulation (noted as $\text{M/E}$) is based on the detection of the modulated strain around the mechanical resonance. This magnetic-induced strain is converted into an electric signal via the stacked piezoelectric phases across interdigital electrodes. However, the converse ME modulation (noted as $\text{E/M}$) depends on the detection of a modulated magnetization by a
pick-up coil. This magnetization is induced by the stress from the piezoelectric layer. For the first case, the excitation and detection parts are respectively the excitation coil and the piezoelectric layer. However, in the latter case the piezoelectric layer and pick-up coil serve respectively as an excitation input and for detection. Experimental configurations of the modulation based on either the direct or the converse ME modulation is given respectively in Fig. 1 (a) and (b).

Shown in Fig. 1 (a) is the charge amplifier with a resistance \( R_l \) and a capacitor \( C_l \) as feed-back. The transfer function for the M/E mode is given by \( T_r \approx \frac{\alpha_{ME \text{ M/E}}}{C_l} \). In Fig. 1 (b) the transfer function for the E/M mode is \( T_{r_{-E/M}} = \frac{\alpha_{ME \text{ E/M}}}{C_1} \times \frac{R_b}{R_a} \) with the voltage gain of the amplifier \( \frac{R_b}{R_a} \). A band-pass filter, with a gain \( G \) and a bandwidth from 3 kHz to 300 kHz, was used after both the charge and voltage amplifier as a subtractor. This subtraction serves as a nulling system in order not to exceed the reserve of the demodulation and measuring instruments [10].

Fig. 1: Experimental configurations for (a) direct ME and (b) converse ME modulations.
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The output voltage noise spectral density and equivalent magnetic noise spectral density are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). The transfer function curves of M/E and E/M modes show respectively a nonlinear charge coefficient of 1.2 (\( \mu \text{C/T} \))/(A/m) and a nonlinear voltage coefficient of 1 (V/T)/(V/m). The gray and orange curves in Fig. 2 (a) are the measured noise floor from

Fig. 2: (a) The output voltage noise spectral density and (b) The equivalent magnetic noise spectral density as a function of frequency for (black) direct and (red) converse ME modulations.
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respectively the excitation scheme and the lock-in detection. These two noise contributions are much lower than the noise contribution from the sensor. The equivalent magnetic noise floors are shown in Fig. 2 (b). The two modulation techniques have a similar noise level, especially at low frequencies. This is due to the similar modulation mechanisms for these two modulations.

**Summary**

A strain-layered magnetoelectric composite can serve as a magnetic sensor for passive detection via the strain coupling. Parametric sensing can be realized by means of the modulations induced by a low frequency magnetic field, which result from direct and converse magnetoelectric changes. The modulation mechanisms are similar for the two methods and thus, their equivalent magnetic noise levels are close to each other. A better performance for low frequency magnetic field sensing will require higher magnetoelastic nonlinearity factors and lower mechanical instabilities as expected from the calculations and current measurements.
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